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Lord Banks, who had been a landlord in Madagascar for a period of time, had no idea 
what Kairi had experienced during this time. 

He just remembered that Kairi had an arm cut off in order to save her son, and the 
shoulder-length wound almost completely cut off her entire right arm. 

However, Kairi in front of him was wearing a half-sleeved long skirt, and her two arms 
looked intact and flexible. Lord Banks was also a person who had seen the world, and 
he knew very well that even the best prosthetic limbs would be It is also impossible to 
be so realistic and flexible. 

Seeing his surprised expression, Kairi was about to explain when Zayne at the side 
hurriedly said, “Dad, it’s a long story, let’s talk about it in the car!” 

Lord Banks knew that there might be something hidden about this matter, so he nodded 
and sat down first. into the car. 

Kairi immediately got into the extra seat, while Zayne drove the car himself. 

After the car started, Zayne said to Lord Banks who was sitting in the back row, “Dad, to 
be honest, Kairi’s right arm has recovered. 

” , Kairi’s severed arm has regenerated?” 

“Yes.” Zayne nodded, “It’s true, this incident is too shocking, but fortunately Kairi has not 
been in Aurous Hill these years, so no one knows her situation. I’m afraid I’m going to 
let it go outside, so don’t tell others about it.” 

Lord Banks asked in amazement, “How did this happen? I haven’t heard that there is 
such a medical technology now…” 

After that Lord Banks didn’t wait for Zayne’s answer, and suddenly widened his eyes 
and exclaimed, “Could it be… is it because of charlie? 

” charlie was the first thing that came to mind for such an extraordinary event. Apart 
from charlie, he really couldn’t think of anyone else who could have such an ability. 

Zayne didn’t hide it, nodded and said, “You guessed it right, it’s charlie, charlie has a 
kind of elixir that can regenerate a person’s broken limbs, and Kairi took the elixir he 
gave to regenerate The right arm, and this is not counted, the most exaggerated, the 
most exaggerated is Ito Takehiko of the Ito family in Japan. He was hunted down by the 
Takahashi family before, jumped off the bridge, had both legs amputated, and took the 
pill given by Charlie After taking the medicine, the two legs grew back intact…” 



“I wipe…” Lord Banks muttered in shock, “What kind of supernatural power does charlie 
have? He can become reality in his hand, even in fairy tales, I have never heard of any 
kind of medicine that can regenerate a broken arm…” 

Zayne sighed, “charlie’s ability is no longer what ordinary people like us can do. You 
can understand it, let me tell you this, Xion has been supported by charlie one after 
another, and now he is a five-star warrior!” “ 

What?!” Lord Banks’s brain was dizzy, and he asked subconsciously, “Xion is now a 
five-star warrior Did you?! How do I remember that the old man of the Elms family is 
only at the level of a three-star warrior?” 

Zayne nodded, “This is the benefit of being supported by charlie. You also knew that 
even Abbas would not With his strength and personality, it is really thanks to Zara and 
Xion that he can keep the Banks family until today, otherwise, the Banks family may 
have been completely flattened by now…”  

Lord Banks He shook his hands and sighed, “It’s my Banks family’s good fortune to 
have Zara and Xion…” 
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After finishing speaking, he looked at Kairi, who was sitting in the co-pilot, and said with 
shame on his face, “Kairi, I did it for banks I am really ashamed that I gave up Xion, and 
I hope you two don’t hate me…” 

Kairi turned her head and said seriously, “Uncle Banks, I know that you also had your 
reasons for Xion, and this matter also You can’t just blame you, he is also responsible 
for keeping the way, if he hadn’t let Xion go on a rampage in Japan and wiped out 
Matsumoto’s family, he wouldn’t have pushed Xion into such a passive situation…” Lord 
Banks sighed 

, Ask her, “Kairi, where is Xion now? When I come back this time, I must apologize to 
her in person!” 

Zayne answered first, “Xion is preparing the wedding scene at the hotel, and you can 
see her later.” “ 

Okay…” Lord Banks nodded, and then asked, “This time you are getting married, 
charlie will tell you if you are married.” Are you back?” 

“Come back.” Zayne replied, “Zhifei also just returned to Aurous Hill, but I haven’t seen 
him yet, he went to Deana’s place with Zara first.” “Oh yes.” Lord Banks said with 

emotion “Almost forgot, Deana is also settled in Aurous Hill…” 



As he spoke, his expression became even more ashamed, and he said in a low voice, 
“Back then I killed Deana and almost killed Zara. The couple have always been 
ashamed. I don’t know if there is a chance to visit Deana this time and apologize to 
Deana, or you can ask her for me…” “ 

This…” Zayne said awkwardly, “I have been with Deana for a long time. There is no 
more contact, I will ask Zara later, let her say hello to Deana, if Deana agrees to see 
you, let Zara take you there.” “Okay…okay…” 

Lord banks nodded lightly, and said sincerely, “During this period of time in 
Madagascar, I have completely thought about it. I used to think too much about the 
wealth and power of the Banks family, and my family and human relationships have 
weakened a lot because of this. Now that I have been disarmed and returned to the 
field, I realize how hateful I was back then, and I hope that before I go back this time, I 
can get forgiveness from Xionu, Zara, and Deana…” When 

Lord Banks was in power, he was arrogant, but he really felt that he was being ra*ed. 
After charlie deprived everything, his state of mind also changed a lot. 

As he gets older, what he did at the beginning has become a knot in his heart, and he 
also sincerely hopes to be forgiven by his children and grandchildren. Coming back to 
attend Zayne’s wedding this time is to untie these knots good opportunity. 

After a moment of silence, Lord Banks thought of something, and suddenly asked 
Zayne, “Zayne, who is the witness for your wedding with Kairi? 

” Apart from Kairi’s family, we didn’t invite any outsiders, so we just wanted to keep a 
low profile and finish it off. Xion invited a well-known male host from Eastcliff to be the 
master of ceremonies, so the wedding witnesses will be fine. Consider it.” 

Lord Banks nodded, and said seriously, “You two take the time to invite charlie and see 
if he is willing to be your witness.” “ 

charlie?” Zayne said awkwardly, “Dad, I It’s not that I have any opinion on Charlie, it’s 
just that people invite elders or leaders to be witnesses, how can they invite juniors to 
be witnesses…” “Junior?” 

Lord Banks smiled and asked him, “Zayne, what do you think we should do?” In this 
situation, are you still qualified to talk about seniority with charlie? Even if you think he 
should call you uncle at least, it’s because of you!” 
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Lord Banks’s change was indeed unexpected by many people. 



In the eyes of many Banks family members, he is the stone in the latrine, so smelly and 
hard that no one has ever dared to challenge his authority in the Banks family, and he 
has never bowed to anyone in the Banks family. overdo it. 

But this time, he did have the consciousness to change his past. 

After he came to Shangri-La, accompanied by Zayne and Kairi, he immediately found 
Xion, and sincerely apologized to Xion, begging for her forgiveness. 

He bowed slightly, and said to Xion, “Xion, Grandpa used to treat you with a lot of debts, 
and even betrayed you many times for the benefit of the Banks family. Grandpa dare 
not ask for your forgiveness now, I just hope you can accept it.” Grandpa’s sincere 
apology…” 

Xion never expected that Lord Banks would take the initiative to apologize to himself. 
Thinking back to his illegitimate daughter, he had never been recognized by Lord 
Banks. Although he knew that he was his grandfather, he never dared to truly apologize 
Treat him like a grandfather, let alone expect him to treat herself like a granddaughter. 

And when she thought about how she was abandoned by the Banks family many times, 
and even nearly died at the hands of the Japanese Self-Defense Forces, she was still 
indignant. 

Thinking back to the few times when she almost died, Xion’s tears rolled down 
uncontrollably. 

But even though she was crying like pear blossoms, she said to Lord Banks very 
magnanimously, “You have already paid the price for what you did back then, and now I 
don’t blame you anymore.” Lord Banks saw that she couldn’t stop 

falling Tears, and my heart is also ashamed. 

But fortunately, Xion was still willing to forgive himself, which to him was his wish 
fulfilled. 

Then, Zayne called Zara and told her that the old man wanted to visit Deana. 

After Deana learned about it, he also graciously welcomed it. 

Zayne originally wanted to go with Lord Banks, but Lord Banks warned him in a low 
voice, “Zayne, since you are going to marry Kairi, you must keep a distance from 
Deana, and don’t make Kairi feel uncomfortable. , I’ll just ask the driver to take me 
there, you can find a chance to talk to charlie and see if he’s willing to be your witness.” 

Zayne pondered for a moment, nodded slightly, and said, “Okay Dad, I’ll find a chance 
to ask charlie.” 



When Lord Banks used his sincerity to get Deana, Zara’s mother and daughter to 
forgive, Zayne took the initiative to call charlie. 

At this time, charlie was shutting himself up in the Champs Elysees hot spring villa, 
thinking hard. 

After coming out of Deana’s house in the afternoon, he couldn’t wait to come here, 
wanting to continue studying the ring that Lin Wan’er gave him. 

Today, the ring’s beating again made charlie feel a little confused. 

Ever since I got this ring, I’ve been acting like a spiritual energy scammer. No matter 
how much spiritual energy I instilled in it, it wouldn’t respond at all. 

However, since the last time it was beating inexplicably at Aurous Hill University, today 
it was the second time it suddenly beating in the underground garage of Tomson Yipin. 

In charlie’s subconscious mind, he has always felt that this thing is definitely not simple, 
because the aura he has input into this ring is already a huge amount. If he uses that 
aura to activate the Thunderbolt Talisman, the whole Aurous Hill is afraid that there will 
be at least thunderstorms and rain. endlessly. 

However, such a powerful energy can disappear without a trace when it enters this 
small ring. Among other things, the bearing capacity of this ring is already extraordinary. 

charlie is also a person who has read books. He knows that everything in the world 
must obey a basic physical rule, and the law of energy conservation is one of them. 
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The basic principle of the law of conservation of energy is that energy will not be 
created out of thin air, but it will not disappear out of thin air either. 

If you compare aura to electricity and this ring to a battery, then you can clearly see 
what is unusual about it. 

Normally, a battery of the same volume is nothing more than an ordinary button battery, 
and the amount of power it can store is negligible, and a few hundred mAh has already 
reached the peak of battery technology at this stage. 

But the current condition of this ring is like a button battery, which has been charged 
with thousands or even tens of thousands of kilowatt-hours of electricity! 

So here is a question. 



According to the law of energy conservation, such a huge amount of energy can never 
disappear in vain, so it must be stored or transformed by the ring in some way. 

But how did it do it? Where does it store all this energy? 

Although charlie couldn’t figure out these two problems for a while, he could figure out 
one thing, that is, this ring can swallow such a powerful aura, which proves that it is 
definitely not a mortal thing, and even surpassed charlie Chen’s understanding of 
things. 

With such a magical weapon, he has been unable to pry into its mysteries while holding 
it in his hand. charlie naturally scratches his heart. 

charlie also tried, sending a little spirit energy into it again, but its reaction was still the 
same as before, accepting all of his own spirit energy, and nothing came of it, without 
any response. 

The more so, the more charlie was puzzled by this thing. 

But the current him, no matter what he said, did not dare to pour spiritual energy into the 
ring unscrupulously, so he could only hold the ring and look at it repeatedly, trying to 
find out the mystery of this ring. 

However, this ring is completely a plain circle ring without any lines or inscriptions, and 
the surface is so smooth that there is not even a small pothole. 

Just when charlie was at a loss, Zayne called himtalk. 

On the phone, Zayne said to charlie after being respectful and polite, “Mr. Wade, 
actually, I have a request for calling you this time, and I hope you can agree.” charlie 
then said, “Let’s listen first. 

” “ 

Zayne said, “Mr. Wade, I would like to ask you to be the witness of Kairi and I’s 
wedding…We can’t get to this day without Mr. Wade’s help. For the two of us, you are 
our biggest My nobleman, so it is very appropriate to invite you to be the witness of the 
wedding, and I hope you can win…” “ 

Okay, I promise you.” 

charlie only hesitated for a moment before Zayne’s request. I agreed. 

He felt that since Zayne asked him for this matter, he would not look at the face of the 
monk but the face of the Buddha. There were no outsiders in this wedding, nothing 
more than people from the Banks family, the Elms family, and the Ito family. 



Zayne, who originally thought that charlie might not agree, immediately breathed a sigh 
of relief after hearing charlie’s affirmative answer, thanked him a thousand times, and 
then hung up the phone. 

charlie put the phone aside, looked back at the ring, and couldn’t help muttering, “Old 
Tie, you have lied to me so much, and you didn’t say thank you or give any response 
from the beginning to the end. I don’t care about it with you, but can you tell me, last 
time at Aurous Hill University and this time at Tangchen Yipin, why did you suddenly 
jump inexplicably? Could it be these two places that made you feel something? Is it?” 

He muttered, but naturally there was no movement on the ring. 

charlie thought of something, and said, “Then if I take you back to the old place, can you 
still give the same reaction?” 

Thinking of this, charlie’s eyes lit up immediately, without saying a word, he put the ring 
into his pocket, Immediately drive to Aurous Hill University! 

 


